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OMC is more than just a club - it’s a family, as Phil Randell points out...

John O’Grady, OMC Member of the Year
2010, recently took over The Three
Cranes, Turvey.
John won this award at our last AGM for all his
efforts in accommodating OMC at The Red Lion
in Stevington while our own Club was being refurbished, and for all his help with our camping parties
at Silverstone, etc.
Unfortunately for John and Linda the Red Lion was
sold from under them which was not only a blow
for them and the people of Stevington but also a
blow for OMC. However, it was extremely pleasing to find out they had taken on the lease of The
Three Cranes in Turvey. Of course, not all is a bed of
roses (is it ever?) with the pub having had numerous
landlords over the last ten years or so, the place had
been deprived of tender, loving care.
So when the Club asked John if he would like some
help he snatched our arm off. We then put a global
email out to request help for people to do painting,
gardening or just hard work and a date was fixed
for 6 July.
What a fantastic response we had. Ten people
turned up on the day who all worked tirelessly reupholstering seats in the pub, washing garden furniture, general cleaning and painting internally, transforming the garden and car park and disposing of 10
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years’ worth of rubbish. John and Linda kept us fed
and watered when we started to fade as well looking
after punters in the pub.
A special thanks to Clive, Graham and Hazel, Russell, Josef, Mark, Chris, Colin and of course Gillian,
who worked well into the evening finishing off the
upholstering. Thanks also thanks to Paul who could
not join us on the day but who has given a lot of
time.
I found it very touching that so many of our members gave time and a considerable amount of effort
to help another member out, particularly after all
John and Linda have done for us.
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As summer drew to an end we paid our
second visit of the year to Silverstone for
round 11 of the British Superbike series.
Once again, as a club we were offered a fantastic package for the weekend and over 100 members
(more than a quarter of the membership) took advantage of 3 days of practice, qualifying and racing,
privileged infield parking and the opportunity to ride
around this historic track on your own bike. Over
130 bikes were allowed to weave and wobble around
the full GP circuit at various levels of competence
and speed and luckily everybody made it back without crashing. I also wish to place on record that the
125 only overtook me because I allowed it, and next

year there will be no more ‘Mr Nice Guy’.The organisers have also asked us to tell Colin Glover that if
he wishes to take his GS around next year would he
please leave his plough at home as it makes a mess
of the tarmac.
The usual suspects camped at the circuit the night
before race day, and thanks go to John O’Grady for
bringing his field kitchen and culinary skills to keep
us sustained. For the benefit of spouses/partners
who were unable to attend, I would point out that
NO alcohol was consumed and we all retired to bed
early with a mug of cocoa after choir practice which
had been conducted around the camp fire. There
was an incident of note whereby the editor of the
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club magazine, known for his supermodel figure
was mistaken for kindling and thrown onto the camp
fire. Luckily he suffered no ill effects and retired to
the four poster bed installed at short notice in the
back of his van as he had recently been evicted from
Dale Farm. Camp commandant, Clive Homan ensured that nobody went over the fence before retiring into a tent that resembled a wind sock and made
him look like a ferret with his head down a rabbit
hole.
On Sunday morning John prepared breakfast comprising of a side of pig shoe-horned into a bap, which
we munched on gratefully before breaking camp.
Race day brought fine weather and some fantastic
racing in all the classes with good wins for John Hopkins and Josh Brookes in the superbike races. The
club marquee was prominent with a huge number of
the members’ bikes parked outside it, demonstrating
that we had the largest club attendance on the day,
even beating the Honda Owners’ Club.
Between races there was the opportunity to
watch the stunt riding display, try your hand on the
“Wheelie” bike or just grab a bargain from the many
trade stands that were in attendance.
The deal that your committee secured represents
unbeatable value for a weekend of camping and bike
racing and with your support we hope to continue
to work with Silverstone to bring you the best package possible for next season’s World and British Superbike rounds.

CHECK OUR CALENDAR OUT FOR EVENTS IN 2012:

OAKLEYMC.NET/CALENDAR
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Everything for your bike at
your favourite local dealer!
Call in and see us or shop online at

www.ﬂitwickmotorcyclesexpress.com
Over the last 26 years, we’ve
established a reputation as
one of the best motorcycle
dealerships you’ll ever visit,
thanks to our friendly staff,
great service and some very
excellent coffee!
• We have a terrific selection of new and used
bikes in stock at all times – view them online!
• Large stock of Yamaha Genuine Parts in
store, plus a fantastic range of aftermarket
spares and accessories
• Massive Clothing & Accessory Department,
with a special 10% discount for Oakley
Motorcycle Club members*
• We stock a large selection of tyres, fitted
while you wait, at great competitive prices
*on production of a current OMC membership card.

We’re pleased to support

web: www.flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk email: flitwick@flitwickmotorcycles.co.uk

01525 712197
Station Road, Flitwick, Bedfordshire MK45 1JR

then got mixed up with another motorcycle group
doing the drop off system, followed by a wrong turn
in Uppingham and two riders having minor offs.
However the pub and food were excellent and, all
joking aside, the ride and route were ten out of ten.
I think the reccy Steve and I did a day or so before
should have been a clue to the events after the heavens opened on us and we ended up riding through
floods to get home!
Clive’s, Paul’s and Dave’s individual routes to the
WSB Germany had to be some of the most exciting
roads I have ever had the pleasure of riding. well
done to all of them for some excellent planning.
Carl’s route to the Cotswolds towards the end
of the season was another excellent, well-planned
route with loads of new exciting roads.
Not all together sure if should mention Colin loosing his keys whilst on a rides-out to Hunstanton and
having to come home on the back of a recovery
truck. To late mentioned it now!
It’s not easy to plan and lead rides-out: they take a
lot of time and planning to get it right, avoid potential hazards and keep the risks to a minimum. I look

The year of 2011 has seen some really
good attendances on our Club rides-out.
Tony Dawson started the ball rolling with
his ride to the Ace Café on New Year’s
Day for the more hardy of our members.
All this year, apart from the Easter egg run, we have
tried to organise our rides-out into like-minded
groups in the categories of Leisurely, Medium and
Progressive. This overall has worked very well.
Some of our lead riders including myself have introduced overtakes into system, which I have to say,
works for most but not all. The idea was introduced
so if we had a group of more progressive riders and
someone turned up who wanted to go more slowly.
We felt it better all round to let the quicker riders
overtake rather than push others into corners etc.
Unfortunately, not everyone understood why it was
introduced which caused some controversy and debate. There is more work to be done here.
On a serious note we have seen one or two riders
have minor ‘offs’ (luckily they have been only minor);
I personally don’t think this is to do with the over-

forward to next year’s calendar and to finding and
riding more new, unexplored roads.
Thanks to Colin for co-ordinating the rides-out
calendar and all the guys who gave up their time to
lead and tail end rides-out for the good of OMC.

takes being introduced but it is something we need
to be aware of, and try address in 2012.
On the lighter side of things, we had a fantastic turn
out for the Eater egg run in April and we also had an
exceptional turn out for our ride to the Grantchester Tea Rooms near Cambridge, where there weren’t
too many problems apart from a breakdown en
route to the tea rooms. Roger Mant, who has kindly
assumed the role of OMC’s official photographer, set
off before everyone else from Grantchester to hide
behind a tree on our planned route back to catch
some action photos of our members. The idea was
excellent although some of our more alert members
spotted him and thought he was the Old Bill. Need
I say more?
Steve Eaton’s ride to The Wheel and Compass at
Weston-by-Welland has got to be one of the funniest and eventful of the year. We had only just left
the Club House when he lost all 20 or so riders; not
entirely his fault but I’m writing the article so he can
take the blame! Shortly after we had all re-grouped
Kirsty (his pillion) got hit quite hard by a pigeon. We
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quality motorcycle related items to raise even
more money for the EAAA.
The evening was a phenomenal success with Oakley Sports and Social Club being packed. Our auction of thirty-one items that included a pair of VIP
tickets to the Northampton Saints kindly donated by
Travis Perkins, to a £50 voucher kindly donated by At
Ruby’s lingerie shop in Olney, raised nearly £3000, in
addition to the £3150 raised in the raffle.
Our thanks go out to Tony Rea for donating the
bike and to Tom Wisson, our excellent auctioneer,
for also donating his time free of charge. Thanks also
to all the businesses who made donations and OMC
members who gave promises of services, etc.
This extremely successful event, together with the
OMC Easter appeal and other fund raising events
we have held, have raised over £10,024 to date for
the EAAA.

OMC regularly attends village fetes and
carnivals throughout the summer months.
We do this for several reasons: primarily
to promote our Club and motorcycling in
general, and to raise money for the East
Anglian Air Ambulance.
It all started on a Saturday afternoon on the 2nd
July at the Oakley Carnival when one of our committee was approached by Tony Rea who was the owner
of a 2010 Sinnis 125cc with only a few miles on the
clock, which he wished to be sold to raise money
for the EAAA. The bike was duly collected from the
donor’s house on the following Monday morning, together with all his nearly-new motorcycle clothing
and helmets etc that he also wanted us to dispose of.

We held discussions with Paul Airton (the EAAA
Area Fund Raising manager) on how best to dispose
of the asset which was worth in the region of £1000,
to maximise the extremely generous gift.
We decided to raffle the bike to OMC members
and friends of the club at £5 per ticket with the draw
taking place on Thursday, 8th September. We were
also given a pair of tyres to the value of £280 from
Bedford Wheels in College Street, Kempston, and a
Track Day by MSV (the owners of Bedford Autodrome in Thurleigh) who also donated a pair if VIP
tickets to the British Superbikes in Silverstone, to go
into the raffle.
It was also decided to compliment the evening
of the raffle with an auction of promises and good
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" "
A wealth of experience

WOLLASTON BIKES.
JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

At Wollaston we have a fantastic dealership facility situated on Bedford Road,
Northampton. Why not join our Thursday night ride outs or keep in touch for
all the latest Motorrad news and invites to exclusive launch events?

Specialist High Value Home Insurance Brokers

• Newly opened Biker Café
• Full range of new bikes
• A huge range of BMW Approved Used Bikes and other franchise models
• Accessories and Rider Equipment
• Aftersales and Servicing

Call us on 01604 232000 to find out more.

Wollaston

Bedford Road, Northampton
Northamptonshire NN1 5SZ
01604 232000 www.wbikes.com
23058-002 WOLLASTON 190x132.indd 1
OAKLEY
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Wollaston

Tel: 01494 786176
Fax: 01494 791449
Email: info@chesham-insurance.co.uk
Web: www.chesham-insurance.co.uk
127 Broad Street, Chesham , Bucks HP5 3EF

The Ultimate
Riding Machine
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``older gentlemen`` screaming up and down the
high street on a multitude of classic two and fourstroke machines with open pipes. This brought back
memories of my youth with the Yamaha RD owners club, when we covered the High Street with the
smell of two stroke oil: happy days. We will be back

next year!
I`d just like to thank all the OMC members who
gave their help, including Trevor, Keith, Derek, Dickie,
Terry, and to Bernice for giving the stand a nice
woman’s touch with her cakes and drinks.

The festival was held in aid of Warwickshire Air Ambulance and CLIC Sargent for
children with cancer so OMC pitched up
with the gazebo and spent the day in the
hot sun taking in the attractions.
Euduroland built an off road arena made up of an
assault course of rocks and logs where quads, trail
bikes and BMX bikes gave demonstration rides.
There was a fantastic demo on BMX bikes with small
children riding over the tops of cars and lorries.
Now I know how that dent got in the roof of my van!
Other attractions included Buildbase BMW and
tyco racing team, various vintage and classic bike
clubs and demo rides from Ducati, Triumph, Harley
Davidson and Royal Enfield. The headline attraction
was Kevin Carmichael doing his stunt show. Watching him wheelie the length of the high street on a
Triumph Rocket III, rubbing the rear light off in the
process is an odd sight.
I think the best part of the day for me was seeing
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WE PUT FLITWICK MOTORCYCLES
UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT BY PETE LANE

This month we will be taking a look
at FIitwick Motorcycles, quite a recent sponsor of our Club. Steve and
Carole Linsdell started running Flitwick Motorcycles in 1984. Back then they
were repairing lawn mowers and selling MZ
and Simpson motorbikes. After the first year
they stopped the mower part of the business.
The season for repair is the same, and frankly
they were fed up of grass and maggots dropping
on the showroom floor. They concentrated
on setting up a fully franchised dealership with
MZ and Yamaha. In those days MZ and Simpson bikes were delivered on a low loader and
paid for in cash on the day and Yamahas had to
be ordered 12 months in advance, which made
for a very steep learning curve. They quickly
learnt that the key to success was to keep the
customer smiling, be honest and accountable,
and resolve problems quickly. This is still the

case today and many of their customers from
the early days keep coming back, as the formula
still seems to work . In 2002 Flitwick became
a Triumph Dealer and the two brands complemented each other very well and became very
successful. However, in 2006 Triumph put pressure on Flitwick to become a solo dealer, only
selling the Triumph brand, including clothing, and
to move from their current premises. Flitwick
Motorcycles felt that this was not the direction
they wanted to go, so the two parted company
in 2007 and left to forge ahead with Yamaha.
Flitwick Motorcycles offer a full selection of
new Yamahas, and test rides are offered subject
to conditions. They also stock a wide selection
of pre-owned machines to suit all pockets with
very competitive finance packages, some at 0%
on new Yamahas. They also offer a wide range of
clothing including Yamaha own brand, Sidi, RST,
Knox, Draggin, AGV and Shoei.
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There is a dedicated parts department which
also includes after markets parts such as Gaffer, Gilles and Akrapovic, Givi boxes and racking systems and a very large selection of brand
named tyres. The Workshop offers a full range
of services including MOT’s , tyre fitting and any
type of mechanical work for most motorcycle
manufacturers. Flitwick also offer a `Menu`type service for low mileage riders who want
to keep their bikes Service Record up-to-date
but do not want to have service work that is
not required due to low use. Charles Marvell,
Flitwick’s motorcycle technician, has been in the
business for 40 years and once worked for a
World Superbike team. He will tackle any job
and give an honest appraisal and says, ‘you need
to do the job right first time, that’s why custom-

ers keep coming back`. It was particularly pleasing that Flitwick was awarded the `Master of
Customer Care` award in 2010 by Yamaha UK,
which is a great achievement for all their staff.
Flitwick Motorcycles has a rather good website
with their latest offers and pages dedicated to
Ollie Linsdell’s racing endeavours.
After chatting with Carole it is very clear that
she is very passionate about her business and
strongly feels that young people should be encouraged into motorcycling - after all, they are
the future.
So if you need advice about a bike, servicing,
repairs or clothing then pop down to Flitwick
Motorcycles for a friendly chat where the customer service comes first, the coffee is free and
the welcome is warm.
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We set off on Thursday, 1st September:
twenty-eight members in total, who split
up into three groups to travel down to
the Eurotunnel.
The weather was dry, warm and a great start to
the Germany adventure. What could possibly go
wrong? Our first leg was to Lille, in France, where
the whole group met up at an Etap Hotel. This was
cheap and in the centre of the old part of town,
close to bars and food. Lille was in full September
sunshine. The street bars were full and the beers
flowed, so it would have been rude not to join in
the local atmosphere. As always, the OMC party
just got stuck in!!!
We had a chat with a group of people who were
on a charity drive from London to Prague. They had
to buy a car that only cost £500. Two brothers had
a VW Golf that was completely covered in Astroturf and were hitting real golf balls off the roof, and
then one of them got shot in the eye with a rocket
firework! It all added to the atmosphere.
Next morning we again set of in three groups with
different routes, all to arrive safely at the Waldhotel
in Germany. However, in my group we had Stewart
who did a Belgian shuffle or a Tango with the large
Elm tree on a corner, but we patched up Stewart
and the bike and continued on our way. We had a

great route - sometimes with fantastic twists and
sweeping bends, and on one occasion we had a village with no road whatsoever, just a mud track; it
was a bit of a butt-clencher but we managed it ok.
When we arrived at the Waldhotel it was in the
most beautiful location in the Black Forest. The
other groups were already there, tasting the local
beer.
We then found out that another bike in the pillion
group (Bobby and Belinda), had had an accident on
the way to the hotel, resulting in Belinda sustaining a
broken wrist and the bike needing to be recovered
back to the UK.
Well, on with the story. Dave Sims was in contact through the Blackbird (best bike in the world)
forum with a member who lives close to the hotel.
The next morning we all had a 100-mile guided tour
of the local area. It was very warm, and at one stop
we had to strip down to our underwear to cool off.
The locals didn’t think much to Peter Lane’s leather
thong with studs on the inside, but they are

Butler, Steve Brennan and me, Clive Homan), this
was our challenge. Like four musketeers we set off
to do a lap of the Ring, only to be stopped by four
German police who were doing spot checks. It was
a quick check to see if you were the owner of the
bike and to see if all the documents were legal!!!!
It soon went pear-shaped and Herr Flick was not
impressed with Richard. All I could hear was: “Ver
is yor passport? Zis is Germany. Zis bik is illegal,
you swinehunt. Vot is your name, yor stupid English pig?” Richard was having a bad time with Herr
Flick and it was getting worse: “Ver are zi papers
and passport?” Richard could produce a passport
but everything else was safely back in the UK. BIG
PROBLEM!!. “VE are going to fine you 100 euros
and impound zis bik. You vill not ride zis bik on
German roads.” We came up with a plan to put the
bike in the rear of a van that was back at the hotel,
so while we waited for this to arrive, a photo shoot
of the situation for the OMC magazine seemed like
a great idea. I took some general “I’ve been nicked”
photos, and then asked the police to handcuff Richard to make it look more realistic. The German police officer took out his handcuffs, and we got

some nice photos of a very memorable occasion.
Unfortunately, the policeman then lost the keys to
the handcuffs and we spent about an hour looking
for them! After phoning HQ to ask for the spare
keys, the policeman found them on the ground just
where we were standing. After all this we didn’t
make it to the Ring!
Sunday was race day and what an impressive circuit Nürburgring is. The first thing you notice is
that it is clean and tidy, with no rubbish, plastic cups
or bottles left lying around; it was like a palace. The
racing was fantastic until the second race when it
rained very, very heavily; it was like Swan Lake with
bikes! You could have done a lap on a jet ski it was
so flooded, but they still raced. That’s why these
boys are our heroes.
The return home was again via Lille and the tunnel
next day. I had a fantastic time with the people who
went on this trip and would like to say a big ’thank
you’ to Phil and Chris for their part in the organisation. Thanks also to the other lead riders who
made it a BRILLIANT trip, and finally to Herr Flick
for the great photos which only cost 100 euros.

German with no sense of humour!
On the route back to the hotel we stopped at a
viewing area on the Ring to see the cars and bikes
out on this crazy toll road. It was carnage, and quite
daunting to think they mix cars and bikes together.
However, for four of us (Richard Markham, Paul
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01933
665403

Quality Motorcycles
Bought & Sold
MOTs on site
Service & Repairs
Accessories Department

The Piggery
Bozeat
NN29 7NH

